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About This Game

Venice was at the peak of its power during the Renaissance and was viewed as a city of decadence, beauty and intrigue.
Renowned as the linchpin of civilization and the cultural centre of Europe, Venice was the most important trading post between
Western Europe and the eastern stretch of the Mediterranean Sea. It was also the stage for political corruptions and clandestine

dealings.

This is where your story begins. As a young man striving for success, power and wealth and with the support of your family, you
begin to build up a trading empire across Genua, Tripoli, Rome, Alexandria and Constantinople in addition to many other
significant cities from the Renaissance. As you progress through the ranks of Venetian society, increasing your power with

smart trading moves and calling in the occasional favour you can begin to assemble your own fleet. With this you will start to
build up new production facilities, test yourself in challenging sea battles where you will face off against pirates as well as

political enemies to finally become the Doge of Venice.

Key Features:

Experience a compelling story full of intrigue and treason in Venice at the time of the Renaissance

Trade a variety of goods in the most important cities of the time such as Rome, Alexandria, Constantinople or Athens.

With your own family tree you can interact with your family members, send them on missions and watch how the power
of your family grows over time.

Meet other important families who are pulling the strings in Venice’s government and influence political decisions
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yourself.

Build your own production facilities and trading fleets

Take fate into your own hands and test your skills in furious sea battles

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 players via LAN and Internet
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Need some fixing,but is one of the best choice for modern warfare RTS... Fired a cruise ship the size of an enemy space station,
into an enemy space station. Lulz were had.

Get Rekt/10 would recommend. Quite good game, interesting and fun.
Rate: 10\10. "Guess The Words"-Game

Obviously you do not enjoy making these games, there are no achivements, nor cards.
Don't stretch your arms to wide, stay and improve with games you good at... i guess?. Hey all! This is going to be my first review
on a Steam Horror game. First off let me introduce myself. My name is Richard aka (its xFlashx) and I would love to give out
an awesome review about this game! I'll give it a 10/10 for it being an indie horror game. The Sound effects are scary and the
puzzles actually take time to figure out instead of easily being solved! Don't be afraid to browse Youtube if you ever get stuck
on a part in this game. It gets better and better. The beginning part of this game does take some time to figure out, I'll give you a
clue to 2 parts I've noticed people getting stuck on *A Helping Spoiler* "1. put the broken mask pieces in the box, 2. where you
see lots of doors with a death bed, pull out the bed and jump on top key on a ceiling pipe". Don't give up if you don't figure out
the puzzle because the game gets REAL good later on ;). Its most definitely worth the price of what the developers are asking
for. Turn up that volume and be in for amazing scares to get you jumping off your seat :D Enjoy! \m/ - twitter @itsxflashx. It's
short but fun!. Mono...
A short horror game with a cheap pricetag.
To be short, its good for what it is.
An interesting story, nice monotone graphics and some good scares.

It's worth the cheap 4$ price tag.. It makes fun ;), and it isn't always easy to play!

Like!. I like world war 2, so i like this game. Fun game to play in my downtime. Would highly reccomend.
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EDIT: After several more hours in the game, I can now add micromanagement hell to the list of woes. Min/maxing planets takes
hours of playtime. The whole planets idea is nice enough, but did you have to make it so laborious? Devs, did you ever actually
play your game? I have been a fan of 4X space games for over 20 years, and this is possibly the worst I have ever played.

I'm very disappointed with this game. Clunky game mechanics and some of the worst art styling I have ever seen. In trying to do
a different take on 4X games, the devs have failed to make a game you want to play. What's in the game works well enough, but
it doesn't grab you. I purchased during early access, and waited for the game to mature on it's way to release. It's still in an
immature state, post - release. The visual styling sums up the whole game nicely - Crude with delusions of quality.. I love this
route, comes with varying scenarios (passenger, cargo and shunting).. im not good at these games but they are funny and i play
them for the laughs which they are lots. The math portion works fine. The quiz portion is awful. If you're playing this for
achievements wait until someone creates a guide, unless you have an urge to learn obscure crap about The Big Bang Theory,
Adventure Time and Gravity Falls. If you're playing it for fun, don't. I haven't been through all of the questions and I've found 3
in which the correct answer gets you killed and 1 in which the correct answer isn't one of the options. There are many spelling
and grammatical errors just to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you off a little more. I don't refund unless I have to, I'll
finish it eventually, but if I could go back in time I wouldn't buy this joke. Well okay, first I'd kill Hitler, then I'd avoid this
junk.. I've had the opportunity to beta test Sky Jac and play through the first chapter of the game, which lasts around 45 minutes
to an hour. The first chapter of the game is amazing. When I watched the video on Steam, I assumed the robot would disappear
after giving me the fuel and the jet pack and I would be on my own to platform away into space. I expected a lot of flying. What
I got was an incredibly well built platformer with a pretty decent storyline to boot. I played through the opening chapter and
thoroughly enjoyed it. There hasn't been any shooting yet, but shooter aspects are teased near the end of the chapter. I did
however get my Spelunky on, climb ladders, use my jet pack for more than just flying around, and got knocked out by some
bots. Most of these things were not things I expected. I also didn't expect to have as much fun in the opening chapter of a game.
This ranks up there with Mervils and The Gallery for engaging the player into a role and based on the ~60 minutes I have played
through, the full game on release may even last longer than either of those games.

For the introductory price of $9.99, I feel like Sky Jac is a game that everyone should pick up. Like Pierhead Arcade, Mervils,
Final Approach, The Gallery and A-10VR, Sky Jac holds it's value and if the quality of future chapters lives up to this first
chapter, $9.99 is a steal!. They say it works on Linux, but Developers didn't even Upload files for Linux
Don't buy
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